


MORE THAN 60 YEARS DEDICATED TO OUR CUSTOMER`S SATISFACTION

HISTORY

Since its creation in January 1951 , we have always made customer satisfaction
a priority. Offering multimodal logistic solutions, complementary and 
customized to each specific customer`s needs.

Today T.I.P. Peschaud is one of the few companies in the sector to be
certified ISO 9001 - V 2008 for all activities, providing fully integrated
logistics services :

    Customs Clearance
    Air Freight
    Ocean Freight
    Time Critical - NFO - AOG - Hand Carry
    Inland Transport and Delivery
    Industrial Project Management
    Shipping Agency and Stevedoring
    Bonded Warehouse
    Storage and supply chain



CUSTOMS CLEARANCE

Throughout   its   six   decades,   our   company   has   developed   an
outstanding  expertise,  allowing  us  to  handle  all  types  of  Customs
Clearance  operations  especially  for  Chemicals,  dangerous  goods
and  Explosives  products.

OCEAN FREIGHT

Through a motivated, professional and skilled team, T.I.P. Peschaud has
established reliable partnership with the main Shipping Lines in the
most important Moroccan Ports, Casablanca - Tanger Med - Agadir ...

Thanks to reliable network of partners in over 90 countries, T.I.P. Peschaud
is able to offer a Door to Door services with competitive multimodal
solution rates To and From 600 gateways worldwide.

OUR SERVICES



AIR FREIGHT / TIME CRITICAL SHIPMENT

IATA  &  FIATA  member  T.I.P.   Peschaud  is  one  of  the  most  dynamic
companies in the Airfreight sector with an average monthly volume of
180 to 200 tons of export, in addition to large flows transiting through its
import bonded warehouse at the CMN Airport.
Developing a Strong experience in automotive and aeronautical industries, 
T.I.P.  Peschaud has a dedicated staff for Time Critical operations such as
Hand Carry, AOG, AVI and NFO services.

INLAND TRANSPORT & DELIVERY

With a complete and diversified fleet, T.I.P. Peschaud is able to handle
any type of delivery : from simple Parcel with few pounds to heavy lifts,
out  of  gauge  loads  and  complex  machineries,  covering  the
whole Moroccan territories. 
We also provide for our Time Critical shipments an efficient collection
and delivery worldwide by securing Express and Overnight Deliveries
24/7 on dedicated vehicles.

OUR SERVICES



INDUSTRIAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT

OUR SERVICES

SHIPPING AGENCY AND STEVEDORING

General Agent of danish shipowners `Bresline` for over 35 years, our
company is represented in all ports of the Kingdom and provides, on
its own, Stevedoring services at Agadir port. 

With  an  experienced  team  in  Project  Management,  supported  by
network of agents equally efficient, T.I.P. Peschaud is able to complete
the major industrial projects throughout Morocco combining special
transport, strevedoring and ship’s log, customs clearance and handling
on site.



STORAGE AND SUPPLY CHAIN 

Located   in   the   industrial   area   near   Casablanca   International
Airport  ( CMN )  and  main  motorway  hub  of  Morocco,  our  logistics
projects are built on two sites of 11.000 square meters each.
 
The  first  project  dedicated   for   space   rental  is  divided  into
15 warehouses with an average size of  400  square  meters  each.

The   second   platform   of   6.800   square   meters   is   divided   into
8 warehouses of 850 square meters allows us to respond to the growing
demand by developping storage and supply chain logistics solution. 

OUR SERVICES



OUR PARTNERS WORLDWIDE 




